Arvind Gupta
Toys from Trash
www.arvindguptatoys.com/toys.html

☑ Step-by-Step Photo Guide
☑ Detailed Worksheet

View One Minute Video at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMn6W2t3hQk
1. Take a strip 7.5 x 3 mm.

Divide into three equal parts.

Cut along brown lines.

2. Fold one third and stick.

Press glue

3. Stick pin pointed end to glue.

Pinch refill end so that Pin Head does not go in.
4. Twist and stick the other end of paper to make Y shaped FAN.

The PIN is sandwiched between paper. Hold refill and blow...

5. TO MAKE THE FAN SPIN!!
6. Cut on marked lines. Remove piece.

7. Apply glue only to middle of refill. Stick refill to tail of bird.

8. Tie thread to the bird. Hold other end of thread and rotate...

... to make the bird fly and spin the FAN.

FAN TAILED BIRD (in motion)
1. Take a 7.5-cm x 3.0-cm strip of bond paper. Fold its length into three equal parts. Cutting one third of the bond paper strip on a line parallel to its length.  
2. Fold one third of the strip.  
3. Cut one centimetre short edge.  
4. Put a pin through this end. The overlapped paper ends are then inserted into the pin.  
5. Apply glue (Festbond) on the doubled portions.  
6. Now turn the strip and stick the two glued portions together as shown in the picture.  
7. If you now hold the tail end and pull through the wide side of this end, the overlapped and protruding paper end will rotate very fast.  
8. Fold a flappling on both the inner portions of the tube.  
9. Apply glue on both the inner portions of the tube.  
10. The tail end will rotate giving a bird with fan tail and the pin will not touch the head of the pin, so that the glue does not touch the pinch.  

**Bird's Tail Guide**

Step by Step Photo Guide

Detailed Worksheet
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